Let A/K be an abelian variety with real multiplication defined over a p-adic field K with p > 2. We recall that A/K must have either potentially good or potentially totally toric reduction. In the former case we give formulas of the local root number of A/K under the condition that inertia acts via an abelian quotient on the associated Tate module; in the latter we produce formulas without additional hypotheses.
Introduction
Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field K. The Hasse-Weil conjecture (see, e.g., [Ser70, §4.1]) predicts that its completed L-function Λ(A/K, s) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole of C and satisfies a functional equation The coefficient w(A/K) is called the global root number. A straightforward consequence of the conjecture is the equality w(A/K) = (−1) ords=1 Λ(A/K,s) . On the other hand, the Mordel-Weil theorem tells us that the group of rational points A(K) is finitely generated. Its rank rk(A/K) is notably hard to compute in general and, granting analytic continuation of Λ at s = 1, is predicted to be equal to ord s=1 Λ(A/K, s) by the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture. As a consequence of the two aforementioned conjectures, we get a third one, the Parity Conjecture, which is the equality (−1) rk(A/K) = w(A/K).
The global root number can be defined unconditionally as the product of local factors v w(A v /K v ) where v runs through all places of K and all but finitely many factors are trivial. For each v, the local root number w(A v /K v ) is defined via the respective local complex Weil-Deligne representation by using the theory of -factors introduced by Deligne in [Del73] . Since we do not have an explicit closed-form definition for the -factor, the determination of the local root number of an arbitrary Weil-Deligne representation is rather complicated. However, it is expected that the geometric properties of A impose enough conditions on the associated Weil-Deligne representations to allow a complete determination of the root number. Let us briefly review the existing formulae in the next paragraphs.
For each infinite place, the Weil-Deligne representation is defined using the Hodge decomposition of H * (A(C), C) and the root number is always (−1) dim A (see [Sab07, Lemma 2.1]).
For a finite place v over a prime p, the Weil-Deligne representation is obtained via an -adic Galois representation (for either cases = p or = p). We know that w(A v /K v ) = 1 if A has good reduction at v. In general, the existence of the symplectic Weil pairing forces w(A v /K v ) = ±1.
Let K/Q p be a finite extension and let A/K be an elliptic curve. When p 5, the local root number was computed in [Roh96] . In this case, the root number is essentially determined by the Néron-Kodaira reduction type of A/K. In [Kob02] , Rohrlich's formulas were extended to include the case p = 3, where we find a dependacy on the Artin conductor a(A/K). Kobayashi's general formula also includes some coefficients of a Weierstrass equation. The case p = 2 was treated in [Con94] , however, the geometric interpretation of the formula is yet to be found.
For a general abelian variety, a framework for studying the associated Weil-Deligne representation and its root number was developed in [Sab07] . Under the condition that the inertia action on the Tate module is tame, [Bis17] gives explicit formulas. The change of the local root number when passing to a finite unramified extension of K is completely described by the formula [Čes18, Theorem 1.6]. 0.1. The setup and results. Let p be a prime, and let K/Q p be a finite extension. The main simplification in the case of elliptic curves arises from the small dimension of the Weil-Deligne representation. In this paper, we replicate this advantage by considering an abelian variety A/K of dimension g with real multiplication over K, i.e. we suppose that there is a totally real number field F of degree g embedded into End K (A)⊗ Z Q. The methods used for elliptic curves generalise in our situation to produce formulas for local root numbers w(A/K) that extend previously known results to some wild ramification cases. Let Γ K = Gal(K/K), I K , and q K be respectively the absolute Galois group, the inertia subgroup, and the order of the residue field of K. We fix a prime = p and we denote by ρ the -adic Galois representation of Γ K on H 1 ét (A K , Q ). By a(A/K) we denote the Artin conductor of ρ , which is independent of . The main results of this paper are the following.
Theorem 0.2 (Cor. 4.8). Let A/K be as above. Let us suppose that p = 2 and that A/K has potentially good reduction, so that ρ (I K ) is a finite group of some order ep r with p e.
(1) If ρ (Γ K ) is commutative, then w(A/K) = (−1) g(q K −1) e ; (2) If ρ (Γ K ) is non-commutative and ρ (I K ) is commutative, then w(A/K) = (−1)
Remark 0.3. We note that the quantity q K −1 e in (1) is an integer, as well as q K +1 e and a(A/K) 2 in (2) are integers. Despite (1) and (2) being mutually exclusive, we will see that 2g | a(A/K) in (2), so that w(A/K) = 1 in both cases if g is even.
Theorem 0.4 (Cor. 5.4). We suppose that p = 2 and that A/K does not have potentially good reduction. Then A/K has potentially totally toric reduction and
if the reduction is non-split multiplicative;
if the reduction is additive potentially multiplicative.
In addition, the three possibilities in the above formula are the only ones. 0.5. The structure of the paper. In Section 1 we recall the general theory of local Weil-Deligne representations and root numbers associated to abelian varieties. In Section 2 we present some properties of ρ (A/K) implied by its compatibility with End K (A/K) for a general field K; we prove some geometric restrictions in the case of real multiplication over a p-adic field. These results are probably known to specialists but are somewhat difficult to find in the existing literature, so we include the details for the sake of completeness. In Section 3 we continue the study by assuming potentially good reduction. The results of Sections 2 and 3 are then used in Section 4 to prove Thm. 0.2 and in Section 5 to prove Thm. 0.4. 0.6. Notation and conventions. Given a field K, we fix a separable closure K and denote the absolute Galois group by Γ K := Gal(K/K), equipped with the Krull topology. We will suppose implicitly that every separable extension of K mentioned in the text lies inside K. Note that if K is perfect, then K is an algebraic closure of K. For a topological ring R, we denote by Rep R (Γ K ) the category of continuous R-linear finite-dimensional representations of Γ K . Let K be a field equipped with a valuation v K . We write O K , m K , and k K for, respectively, the ring of integers associated to v K , the maximal ideal of O K , and the residue field O K /m K . Whenever v K is discrete, we suppose that v K is normalized, i.e. v K (K) = Z. An element K of valuation one is called a uniformizer of K.
If K is a local field, then, in particular, k K is a finite field of some order q K . In this case we have a canonical topological generator Frob k K : x → x q K of Γ k K , called the arithmetic Frobenius element. Let π : Γ K Γ k K be the surjection induced by an isomorphism O K /m K k K , and denote by ϕ K a geometric Frobenius lift-an automorphism in Γ K which is sent to Frob −1 k K ∈ Γ k K via π. Let A/K be an abelian variety defined over a field K. We will denote by A ∨ /K the dual abelian variety, and let End 0 K (A) := End K (A) ⊗ Z Q. If K is the fraction field of a Dedekind domain D, we denote by A the corresponding Néron model over D, by A k the special fiber over a residue field k, and by A 0 k its neutral component. Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Kęstutis Česnavičius for introducing me to the problem of root numbers. The present paper is based on the work I have done during my doctoral studies at the University of Strasbourg. I wholeheartedly thank my thesis advisors Adriano Marmora and Rutger Noot for proposing to study the case of real multiplication, for numerous hours of helpful discussions, as well as for proof-reading the draft of the manuscript.
From Galois representations to root numbers
Let p be any prime number and let K/Q p be a finite extension. We give a brief summary of the general theory of local root numbers, which we will define via Weil-Deligne representations.
1.1. Structure of the absolute Galois group. The elements of Γ K inducing the trivial automorphism of k K define a normal closed subgroup I K , the inertia subgroup of Γ K , which cuts out the maximal unramified extension K ur := K I K of K. The quotient Γ K /I K ∼ = Γ k K is the profinite completion Frob k K of the infinite cyclic group generated by the Frobenius element. Fixing a choice of a geometric Frobenius lift ϕ K ∈ Γ K provides us with the subgroup ϕ K ⊂ Γ K , which is isomorphic to Γ k K , and thus with a splitting Γ K = I K ϕ K .
On the other hand, the elements acting trivially on O K m 2 K define a normal prop subgroup I w K of Γ K , called the wild inertia subgroup, which cuts out the maximal tamely ramified extension K t /K. The tame inertia group is the quotient I t
An application of the profinite version of the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem (see, e.g., [RZ10, Thm. 2.3.15]) shows that I t K lifts to a profinite subgroup of I K , thus giving a semidirect product structure on I K . Each lift of the tame inertia is determined by a choice of a topological generator τ K ∈ I K . As a consequence of the above discussion, we have
where · denotes the pro-p-complementary completion. We will need the following more refined result.
Theorem 1.2 ([Iwa55, Thm. 2]). We can choose ϕ K so that for any lift τ K of a topological generator of I t K we have
Weil groups and representations. Let K /K be a Galois extension such that K ur ⊆ K . We have an isomorphism k K k K . The arguments used to obtain (1.1.1) apply similarly to show that the exact sequence
splits, giving a semidirect product structure (1.3.1) Gal(K /K) = I(K /K) ϕ K where I(K /K) := I K /I K ⊂ Gal(K /K) is the inertia subgroup. The Weil group of K /K is defined as
In other words, W (K /K) consists of elements of Gal(K /K) that π sends to Frob n k K for some n ∈ Z. We note that
We equip W (K /K) with the topology generated by the open subgroups of I(K /K) and their translates. We denote W K := W (K/K). Let F be a field of characteristic 0. An F -linear Weil representation is defined as a continuous representation ρ : W K → GL(V ) where V is a finite-dimensional F -vector space, and GL(V ) is equipped with the discrete topology. Continuity is equivalent to ρ(I K ) being a finite group. Let us note that if E = C, we get an equivalent definition if we equip GL(V ) with the standard topology (see [Roh94, §2] ). The category of F -linear Weil representations over K will be denoted by
gives the transpose endomorphism f T ∈ End(V * ) on the dual vector space. The dual representation of ρ ∈ Rep F (W K ) is given by ρ * (g) := ρ(g −1 ) T for every g ∈ W K .
1.4. Unramified Weil characters. Let R be a ring in which p is invertible. We define the cyclotomic character ω K : W K → R × to be the unramified character such that ω K (ϕ K ) = q −1 K . When R = C, for any z ∈ C, we define the unramified complex Weil character ω z K by writing q −1 K = exp(b) for a unique b ∈ R × and then setting ω z K (ϕ K ) = exp(zb). We note that any unramified complex Weil character is of the form ω z K for some z ∈ C. For a complex Weil representation ρ on V , we define the Tate twist ρ(z) := ρ⊗ω z K for any z ∈ C and denote the underlying vector space by V (z). Remark 1.6. As in [Del73, 8.3 .6], one may define the Weil-Deligne group W K as a group scheme over Q that is the semidirect product of W K by G a where for every Q-algebra R, every x ∈ G a (R), and every σ ∈ W K we have σxσ −1 = ω K (σ)x. A representation of the group scheme W K over a field of characteristic 0 may be shown to correspond to a pair (ρ, N ) as above.
1.7. -adic monodromy. Let us fix a prime = p. Having fixed a geometric Frobenius lift ϕ K and a non-trivial additive character t : I K → Q , Grothendieck's -adic monodromy theorem (see [Del73, 8.4 .2]) provides an equivalence of categories
The construction of W(ρ ) depends on the choice of ϕ K , and N ρ is the unique nilpotent endomorphism such that ρ (j) = exp(t (j)N ρ ) for every j in some open subgroup of I K . In particular, if ρ (I K ) is finite, then N ρ = 0. By [Del73, 8.4 .3], the isomorphism class of WD(ρ ) is independent of the choices of t and ϕ K .
1.8. Complex WD-representations. Let us fix an embedding i : Q → C for the rest of the text. Extending the scalars of WD(ρ ) to C via i we obtain a complex WD-representation WD i (ρ ) = (W i (ρ ), N i,ρ ). As the notation indicates, the isomorphism class of WD i (ρ ) generally depends on i.
1.9. Geometric -adic representations. Let K be any field with a separable closure K, and let = char(K) be a prime. If X/K is a smooth and proper variety, then we have a natural -adic Galois representation on the m-th -adic cohomology group H m ét (X K , Z ) ⊗ Z Q for each m 0. For a commutative algebraic group G over K, one defines its -adic Tate module as the projective limit of K-valued n -torsion points
equipped with the ( -adic) projective limit topology. The natural Γ K -action on T G is continuous and defines an Q -linear representation on V G := T G ⊗ Z Q . For an abelian variety A/K of dimension g, the Z -module T A is free of dimension 2g, and its dual (T A) * is canonically isomorphic to H 1
We will denote the corresponding -adic Galois representation on (V A) * by ρ (A/K) or simply by ρ when the context is clear.
The multiplicative group G m /K induces a 1-dimensional Z -linear Galois representation on T G m , which corresponds to a character ω K : Γ K → Z × . For every n ∈ Z and every -adic representation ρ on V , we define the Tate twist by ρ(n) := ρ ⊗ ω n K and denote its underlying space by V (n). For the rest of the Section 1 we return to the case where K is a finite extension of Q p and = p. Restricting the Γ K -action on T G m to W K we obtain exactly the unramified character ω K : W K → Z × of 1.4. 1.10. Reduction of abelian varieties. An abelian variety A/K is said to have good (resp. semistable, synonymous to semi-abelian) reduction if A 0 k K is an abelian variety (resp. a semi-abelian variety). More generally, the reduction is potentially good (resp. potentially semistable) if there exists a finite extension L/K such that A/L has good (resp. semistable) reduction. We will say that A/K has bad reduction if it does not have good reduction. Recall the following well-known results. 1.12. p-adic uniformization. Let A/K be an abelian variety of dimension g. As stated in [Cha00, Prop. 3.1], there exists a semi-abelian variety E/K of dimension g, defined by a Raynaud extension 0 → T → E → B → 0, such that: (i) B is an abelian variety over K with potentially good reduction;
(ii) the rigid analytification of A/K is the rigid analytic quotient of the analytification of E/K by a free Galois submodule M → E(K) of rank r = dim T . We denote (κ, 0) = WD i (ρ (B/K)) (the monodromy is trivial by Thm. 1.11.(1) and 1.7). Let X(T ) := Hom K (T, G m ), and let η : W K → GL r (Q) be the representation given by Galois action on X(T ) ⊗ Z Q, which has finite image.
is the so-called special WD-representation. The complex WD-representations WD i (ρ (B/K)) and WD i (ρ (A/K)) are semisimple, and their isomorphism classes are independent of and i. Remark 1.14.
(1) The Galois modules X(T ) ⊗ Q and M ⊗ Q are isomorphic, see [Sab07, Lemma 1.11].
(2) Let us recall a few ideas behind the construction of T in order to give a direct description of η. By Thm. 1.11.(3), there exists a finite Galois extension L/K over which A has semistable reduction. By replacing L with a larger extension, we may suppose that the maximal subtorus T of A 0 k L is split. By the universal property of the Néron model, T is equipped with a k L -semilinear Gal(L/K)-action. The resulting Γ K -representation on
1.15. Local reciprocity. Local class field theory provides a reciprocity isomorphism for any finite Galois extension L/K of local fields:
There exist exactly two choices for θ L/K , and they are inverses of each other. Following Deligne, we normalise θ L/K by supposing that it sends the class of a uniformizer of K to the class of a geometric Frobenius lift. Using the projective limit of these reciprocity maps as well as the Existence Theorem we obtain (see, e.g., [Kna97, Cor. 2.5]) an isomorphism
The epsilon factor. Let us fix a continuous additive character ψ K : K → C × of some conductor n(ψ K ) := max{n ∈ Z | ψ K (m −n K ) = 1} and a Haar measure dx K on K. Given a complex WD-representation ρ = (ρ, N ) with the underlying vector space V , we define the -factor of ρ as the product
is the unique function satisfying the following axioms (see [Del73, Théorème 4.1]): (i) The map (·, ψ K , dx K ) : Rep C (W K ) → C × is multiplicative in short exact sequences of Weil representations, i.e. induces a group homomorphism from the Grothendieck group of virtual complex Weil representations to C × . (ii) For any finite extension L/K, any dx L , and any ρ ∈ Rep C (W L ) we have
(iii) For any finite extension L/K, any ψ L , any dx L , and any one-dimensional
where c ∈ L is any element of valuation n(ψ L ) + a(ξ). The condition (iii) expresses the fact that -factor is the coefficient in Tate's local functional equation of the L-function of ξ, as described in [Tat79, §3].
1.17. The root number. Given ρ = (ρ, N ) ∈ Rep C (W K ), let us define its root number as
is independent of the choice of dx K , and that it is also independent of ψ K if det ρ is real positive, which is always the case for a WD-representation obtained from an abelian variety.
1.18. Some custom conventions. The dependence of -factors on ψ K and dx K will not be important in what follows, so let us make some particular choices for the rest of the paper. We denote by µ p ∞ the group of all complex roots of unity of orders that are powers of p, and we fix an isomorphism Q p /Z p µ p ∞ . Let K/Q p be a finite extension. Let us define ψ K as the composition
Applying the definitions we see that n(ψ K ) is the valuation of any generator of the different ideal D K/Qp ⊆ O K . We also fix a Haar measure dx K by demanding that the total mass of O K is 1.
In particular, for any s ∈ R, we have w(ρ (s), ψ K ) = w(ρ , ψ K ); (2) We have w(ρ , ψ K )w((ρ ) * , ψ K ) = det(ρ(θ K (−1)));
(3) If ρ has a finite image and is self-dual, then
where ·|· denotes the usual inner product on characters of finite groups.
Proof. These properties can be deduced from [ 
Abelian varieties with an action by a number field
Let A/K be an abelian variety of dimension g over some field K. We suppose that there exists an inclusion of unitary rings F → End 0 K (A) where F is a number field of some degree n. We fix a prime number = char(K). Let us recall that ρ is the Q -linear representation of Γ K given by the Galois action on (V A) * .
2.1. The F -action on (V A) * . Since the Q -linear Galois representation ρ commutes with the action of the semisimple Q -algebra F := F ⊗ Q Q on (V A) * , we may interpret ρ as an F -linear representation. It is well known (see [ST61, p. 39, Prop. 2]) that n|2g, and we denote h := 2g/n. We have a decomposition
where λ runs through all finite places of F above , and where F λ is the corresponding completion of F . Consequently, we may decompose
Theorem 2.2 ([Rib76, Thm. 2.1.1]). In the notation above,
, which we may also interpret as an isomorphism
in Rep Q (Γ K ). It follows from the functoriality of V (·) and P Q that P Q is also F -linear. We claim that the map
Indeed, it is straighforward to verify that t defines a morphism in Rep F (Γ K ) and that the Q -dimensions of the source and the target agree. We are left to verify injectivity. Let f ∈
Let us fix a polarization A → A ∨ given by an ample sheaf L on A/K and denote by · † : F → F the corresponding Rosati involution. By composing the second argument of P F with the polarisation, we obtain an alternating, Γ K -equivariant, and perfect pairing
, which is F -linear on the first factor and is † -semilinear on the second. The Rosati involution is given by the complex conjugation on F ⊗ Q R, and P L F is † -sesquilinear. Proposition 2.4. Let A/K be an abelian variety with a multiplication by a totally real number field F . Then the pairing P L F is alternating, F -bilinear, Γ Kequivariant, and perfect. Consequently, h is even, ρ * ∼ = ρ (1) in Rep F (Γ K ), and
Proof. The properties of P L F follow from the above discussion. For the sake of completeness we give proofs of the remaining assertions.
From classical bilinear algebra, the existence of an alternating and perfect Fbilinear pairing on V A implies that h is even. The Γ K -equivariance and non-
Taking the dual objects we obtain ρ * ∼ = ρ (1). It remains to compute the determinant.
For any n 1, the F -module (∧ n (V A)) * of F -multilinear alternating n-forms on V A is free of rank h n . It is equipped with a natural F -linear Galois action given by σP = P • ∧ n ρ * (σ −1 ) for every P ∈ (∧ n (V A)) * and every σ ∈ Γ K (note that we need to put σ −1 in order to have (τ σ)P = τ (σP )). Then, the
Using the notion of alternating product of multilinear forms, see [Bou70, A III.142, Exemple 3)], we consider the h/2-fold product φ = P L F ∧h/2 ∈ (∧ h (V A)) * , on which σ acts as multiplication by ω K (σ) −h/2 . On the other hand, Γ K acts on the F -module (∧ h (V A)) * = (det F V A) * as (det F ρ * ) * ∼ = det F ρ , so we are left to check that φ = 0. There is a suitable F -basis e 1 , . . . , e h of V A such that the matrix of P L F in this basis is diagonal by blocks 0 1 −1 0 . If we denote by e 1 , . . . , e h the corresponding dual basis of (V A) * , then
It is straightforward to verify that φ = (h/2)! e 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e h , and the latter is clearly non-zero.
2.5.
A geometric trichotomy. Let K/Q p be a finite extension, = p a prime, and A/K an abelian variety. We consider the identity component A 0 k K of the special fiber of the Néron model of A/K. By Barsotti-Chevalley theorem (see, e.g., [Mil17, Thm. 8.27 and Prop. 16 .15]), there exist a vector group 1 U/k K , a torus T /k K , and an abelian variety B /k K that fit an exact sequence
The functoriality of the Néron model, along with the facts that Hom k K (T , B ) = 0, Hom k K (T , U ) = 0, and Hom k K (U, B ) = 0, implies that we have a morphism of unitary Q-algebras
The following proposition is a slightly sharper version of [Rib76, Prop. 3.6.1].
Proposition 2.6. We suppose that A/K has real multiplication by F , i.e. F/Q is totally real and [F : Q] = dim A. Then, exactly one of the algebraic groups T , U , and B is non-trivial.
Proof. Let us suppose that T is non-trivial. From (2.5.2) we get an inclusion F → End 0 k K (T ). If follows that X(T ) ⊗ Z Q is an F -vector space of dimension 1. Therefore, dim T = [F : Q] = dim A = dim A 0 k K , so U and B are trivial. It remains to prove that if B is non-trivial, then dim B = dim A. We see from (2.5.2) that B also has real multiplication (by F ), so it follows from Thm. 2.2 that V (B ) is a free F -module of rank 2 dim B dim A , which must be even by Prop. 2.4. Therefore, dim A | dim B . Since dim A dim B , the proof is complete.
Rationality of representations on Tate modules
3.1. The setup. We fix a prime number p, a finite extension K/Q p , and an abelian variety A/K having potentially good reduction. Let us suppose that A/K has real multiplication; i.e. that the Q-algebra End 0 K (A) contains a totally real number field F of degree g = dim A as a subalgebra. We recall the decomposition F = F ⊗ Q Q = λ F λ . In addition, we have Let ρ be the Galois representation as in 1.9 for some = p. It is also F -linear. As in 1.8, let us fix an embedding i : Q → C, then the associated complex Weil-Deligne representation is given by the pair
Proof. It suffices to prove semisimplicity of the restriction to a subgroup W L ⊆ W K of finite index (after applying the argument of [BH06, §2.7 Lemma]). Therefore, we may suppose that the reduction is already good over K. In this case, the inertia acts trivially and the action of the arithmetic Frobenius ϕ −1
is a semisimple Q -algebra, and we conclude that ρ is semisimple.
Proposition 3.3. For any σ ∈ W K , let P ,σ ∈ F [T ] be the F -characteristic polynomial 2 of ρ (σ). Then, P ,σ has coefficients in F and each F λ -characteristic
Proof. We will prove that V (A) * is an F [σ]-module that can be realized over F , i.e. there exists an F
As explained by [ST68, p. 499, Corollary] and its proof, for every α ∈ F [σ] there exists a finite extension L/K over which A has good reduction and such that the action of α is given by an endomorphism of the reduced abelian variety A k L . Then, by a classical argument due to Weil, the Q -characteristic polynomial of ν(α) has rational coefficients.
Since F [ν(σ)] is a commutative, finite, and semisimple Q-algebra, we may write F [ν(σ)] = i Q(α i ) as a finite product of number fields and, accordingly, (V A) * = i V i , where each V i is the underlying space of a semisimple Q -linear representation ν i : Q(α i ) → End Q (V i ). By the above paragraph, for every α ∈ Q(α i ), the Qcharacteristic polynomial of ν i (α) has rational coefficients. Therefore, [ST61, p. 38, Lemma 1] applies 3 and gives an isomorphism V i Q(α i ) di ⊗ Q Q of semisimple Q (α i )-modules for some positive integer d i .
Let us define a F [σ]-module W := i Q(α i ) di , so that, by construction,
be the F -characteristic polynomial of σ acting on W . Then, P ,σ = Q. On the other hand, P ,σ can be calculated locally at each λ and can be seen as a family of polynomials (P λ,σ ) λ in λ F λ [T ]. Since P ,σ has coefficients in F , the family is constant. Proposition 3.4. Let A/K be an abelian variety with real multiplication by F and with potentially good reduction. Then we have the following decomposition of the complex Weil representation where each ρ ι is a Weil representation on a complex 2-dimensional vector space V ι . Furthermore:
(1) The representations ρ ι are conjugate to each other via the Galois action; i.e. for each pair of embeddings ι, ι : F → C there exists an automorphism u ∈ Aut (C) such that ρ ι ∼ = ρ ι ⊗ u C. Proof. By F C -linearity, the decomposition (3.1.1) implies (3.4.1), and we have V ι ∼ = V (A) * ⊗ F ,ι C where the tensor product is taken over the unique extension F → C of ι (having fixed i : Q → C, see 1.8). Recall that V (A) * is a free F -module of dimension 2 (Thm. 2.2), so V ι is a complex Weil representation of dimension 2.
(1) From Prop. 3.3 we conclude that the C-characteristic polynomial of σ ∈ W K acting on V ι is the image via ι of a polynomial P σ ∈ F [T ] that is independent of ι. We recall that for any two embeddings ι, ι : F → C, there exists a u ∈ Aut(C) such that ι = u • ι. The characteristic polynomials of ρ ι ⊗ u C are the same as that ones of ρ ι , so, by semisimplicity,
is open in I K and normal in Γ K , thus it cuts out a finite extension M/K ur which is Galois over K.
Prop. 1.13 shows that the isomorphism class of W i (ρ ) is independent of i or .
(1) shows that the kernel is common for all ρ ι : if ρ ι is trivial on some subgroup of I K for some ι, then ρ ι is trivial on this subgroup for every ι. (1),(2) to get w(ρ ι , ψ K ) 2 = w(ρ ι , ψ K )w(ρ ι (1), ψ K ) = w(ρ ι , ψ K )w(ρ * ι , ψ K ) = det(ρ ι (θ K (−1))). We know that det ρ ι = ω −1 K is unramified, so w(ρ ι , ψ K ) 2 = 1. Remark 3.5. Prop. 3.4 shows that (ρ ι ) ι is a family of Galois conjugate representations of even dimensions that are essentially symplectic of odd weight. Then, [Roh11, Thm. 1] shows that w(ρ ι , ψ K ) is independent of ι. Let us fix some ι. It follows from (3.4.1) and multiplicativity of root numbers that
Definition 3.6. Given an abelian variety A/K with potentially good reduction, a finite extension L /K will be called inertially minimal (2) For any choice of a Frobenius lift ϕ K , there exists a finite totally ramified extension L /K which is fixed by ϕ K and is IM for A/K; (3) Let L /K be an IM-extension for A/K and let L/K be its Galois closure in K. Then L/K is also IM for A/K. In particular, L/L is unramified.
Proof. The statement (1) is a reformulation of the Néron-Ogg-Shafarevich criterion. For any ϕ K , the subgroup I M · ϕ K ⊆ Γ K (cf. (1.1.1) ) is closed (as a product of two compact subgroups) and has finite index, thus is open. It cuts out a finite totally ramified extension L /K with I L = I M , so (2) follows. The part (3) follows from the observation that L ⊂ M (we recall that M/K is Galois), which implies that
Proposition 3.8. We keep the hypotheses and notation of Prop. 3.4. Let us fix an embedding ι : F → C and regard ρ ι as a representation of the group G := W (M/K) = I(M/K) · ϕ K . Exactly one of the following is true: (a) M/K is abelian: then ρ ι = χ ι ⊕χ −1 ι ω −1 K for a character χ ι : G → C × , which is faithful on I(M/K), and there exists a totally ramified cyclic extension L/K which is IM for A/K; (b) M/K is non-abelian: then ρ ι is irreducible. If p = 2, then ρ ι = Ind G H χ ι where χ ι is a character of a subgroup H ⊂ G of index 2. Furthermore, every such H is an abelian group containing I w (M/K) such that H ∩ I(M/K) is cyclic.
Before proving the proposition we establish a few lemmas.
Lemma 3.9. The representation ρ ι is faithful on G.
Proof. The eigenvalues of ρ ι on I(M/K) are roots of unity and the eigenvalues of ϕ K have absolute values √ q K . Since ρ ι is faithful on I(M/K), we infer that ρ ι is faithful on G.
Lemma 3.10. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) Every IM-extension L /K for A/K is abelian;
(2) M/K is abelian;
(3) ρ (Γ K ) is abelian;
(4) ρ (W K ) is abelian; (1) implies that M = L K ur is abelian over K as the compositum of two abelian extensions in K, so we have (2). We have (2) ⇒ (3) since ρ factors through the quotient Gal(M/K) of Γ K . Restricting ρ to W K gives (3) ⇒ (4). The implication (4) ⇒ (5) follows from the natural projection W i (ρ ) → ρ ι (see (3.4.1)). Schur's lemma gives (5) ⇒ (6), and (6) ⇒ (7) follows by semisimplicity of ρ ι . The statement (7) implies that ρ ι (G) is abelian, and thus G is abelian by Lemma 3.9, thus giving (8). We prove (8) ⇒ (2) by recalling that G = W (M/K) is a dense subgroup of Gal(M/K), so commutativity of the former implies comutativity of the latter. We are left to establish (2) ⇒ (1), which follows by recalling that every IM-extension for A/K is a subextension of M/K.
Proof of Prop. 3.8. If M/K is abelian, then ρ ι decomposes into a sum of two characters (Lemma 3.10) the product of which is det ρ ι = ω −1 K (Prop. 3.4.(3) ), so we may write ρ ι = χ ι ⊕ χ −1 ι ω −1 K . Since ω K is unramified, the character χ ι sends I(M/K) injectively to a finite subgroup of C × , which must be cyclic. Let us fix a Frobenius lift ϕ K , and let L = L be the extension given by Lemma 3.7.
(2), which is abelian by Lemma 3.10. We see that Gal(L/K) = I(L/K) I(M/K) is cyclic. Let us suppose that M/K is non-abelian. Lemma 3.10 shows that ρ ι is irreducible. If p = 2, then applying [Tat79, (2.2.5.3)] shows that there exist a subgroup H ⊂ G of index 2 and a character χ ι of H such that ρ ι = Ind G H χ ι . By adjunction, the restriction ρ ι | H contains χ ι as a subrepresentation, so ρ ι | H = χ ι ⊕ χ −1 ι ω −1 K , and thus ρ ι | H has abelian image. By faithfulness, H is abelian, and χ ι identifies the finite group I(M/K) ∩ H with its cyclic image in C × .
If Therefore, 2 must be a power of p, which is impossible if p = 2.
Corollary 3.11. The group I w (M/K) is cyclic if M/K is abelian or if p = 2.
Proof. If M/K is abelian, then every subgroup of I(M/K) is cyclic. If M/K is nonabelian and p = 2, then I w (M/K) is contained in the cyclic group H ∩I(M/K).
Remark 3.12. We note that the subgroup H in the case (b) is not unique for ι and, in general, cannot be chosen independently of ι. However, we will show in Lemma 4.5 that under certain hypotheses we may choose H in a way that is independent of ι.
Other restrictions.
Lemma 3.13. Let A/K be an abelian variety of dimension g with real multiplication and with potentially good reduction. If σ ∈ ρ (I K ) is an element of order d, and ϕ denotes Euler's totient function, then ϕ(d) divides 2g.
Proof. Recall from Prop. 3.3 that the F -characteristic polynomial P σ of σ is of degree 2 and has coefficients in F . Since σ d = id, the complex roots of P σ are among the roots of X d − 1. Since det σ = 1 (by Prop. 3.4.(3)), the two roots of P σ are roots of unity ζ and ζ −1 of some order d |d. Then σ d = id, which implies that d = d. On the other hand, α := Tr(σ) = ζ + ζ −1 ∈ F . Since α has degree max{1, ϕ(d) 2 } over Q, we conclude that ϕ(d) 2g. As we have seen in Prop. 3.4.(2), the representations ρ ι | I K induce faithful Galoisconjugate representations of a finite group I(M/K) of some order p r e, with e prime to p. If p = 2, then Cor. 3.11 shows that I w (M/K) is cyclic.
Proposition 3.14. The following statements hold:
(1) If g is even, then w(A/K) = 1;
(2) If r 1 and p = 2, then p r−1 (p − 1)|2g; in particular, if g is odd, then p ≡ 3 mod 4;
(3) If g is odd, then e can only be s m , 2s m , or 4, where m 0 and s ≡ 3 mod 4 is a prime different from p.
Proof.
(1) follows from Prop. 3.4.(4) and (3.5.1). Applying Lemma 3.13 to a generator of I w (M/K) and using ϕ(p r ) = p r−1 (p − 1) we obtain (2). Suppose now that g is odd. If ϕ(e) is odd, then e is 1 or 2. Applying Lemma 3.13 to a generator of I t (M/K) we may suppose that ϕ(e) ≡ 2 mod 4. Now (3) follows from the usual formulae of ϕ(e).
The case of abelian inertia
We continue to work in the setting of 3.1 and suppose that p = 2. We adopt the notation of Prop. 3.4 and regard each ρ ι as a faithful representation of G = W (M/K) (see Lemma 3.9). Let us write |I(M/K)| = p r e with e = |I t (M/K)|, so that p e. Applying (3.5.1), it suffices to determine the root number w(ρ ι , ψ K ) for a fixed embedding ι : F → C.
Theorem 4.1. If ρ (Γ K ) is abelian, then e | (q K − 1) and
Proof. The image ρ (Γ K ) is abelian if and only if M/K is abelian by Lemma 3.10, so we are in the case (a) of Prop. 3.8. Then, we have a decomposition ρ ι = χ ι ⊕χ −1 ι ω −1 K . Using multiplicativity of the root number and Prop. 1.19.(1),(2) we obtain
Let L/K be an IM-extension for A/K, which is abelian by Lemma 3.10, and let us identify I(L/K) I(M/K). Then the composition (χ ι • θ K )| O × K can be seen as the following sequence of group homomorphisms:
On the other hand, the image of the pro-p group 1 + m K is trivial in I t (L/K), so θ k K must be surjective. In particular, e | (q K − 1). Since p = 2, the class of −1 in k × K is nontrivial, so χ ι (θ K (−1)) = χ ι (θ k K (−1)) = 1 if and only if −1 belongs to the unique subgroup of index e in k × K , which can be characterized by {x ∈ k × K : x q K −1 e = 1}.
4.2.
Representation having non-abelian image. It remains to study the case where ρ (Γ K ) is (strictly) non-abelian, which is the scenario (b) of Prop. 3.8 (see Lemma 3.10), when M/K is non-abelian. In this case, ρ ι is induced by a character χ ι of an abelian subgroup H ⊂ G = W (M/K) of index 2, which contains I w (M/K).
Lemma 4.3. We can choose a geometric Frobenius lift ϕ K so that ϕ 2 K is contained in the center of G.
Proof. Let us choose a lift ϕ K provided by Thm. 1.2. Since H is commutative of index 2 in G and contains I w (M/K), the element ϕ 2 K is in H and commutes with every element of I w (M/K). We are left to prove that ϕ −2 K τ K ϕ 2 K = τ K , which is equivalent to e dividing q 2 K − 1 by the aforementioned theorem. If τ K ∈ H, there is nothing to prove since H is abelian, so we may suppose that τ K ∈ H. Then, τ 2 K ∈ H and e = |I t (M/K)| is even. The hypothesis is verified in the following cases:
(1) ρ | I K factors through the tame inertia group I t K , or, equivalently, A/K attains good reduction over a finite (at most) tamely ramified extension L /K-the explicit formulas for root numbers are given by [Bis17, Thm. 1.4];
(2) A/K is an elliptic curve with minimal discriminant of even valuation-the case is settled in [Kob02, 5.2. b)]; (3) A/K has complex multiplication, see [ST68, p. 502 Proof. Let us set H := I(M/K) × ϕ 2 K for a lift ϕ K as in Lemma 4.3, so that H is a commutative subgroup of G of index 2, independent of ι. By semisimplicity, the restriction ρ ι | H decomposes to a sum of two characters
and then by the adjunction property we have a nontrivial morphism of complex G-representations Ind G H χ ι → ρ ι , which is surjective as ρ ι is irreducible (by Lemma 3.10) and therefore an isomorphism since the dimensions agree. On the other hand, if L u /K is the unramified quadratic extension, then W (M/L u ) is a subgroup of G of index 2 and contains I(M/K). The element ϕ 2 K is a lift of Frob −1 k Lu in Γ Lu , so ϕ 2 K ∈ W (M/L u ). Therefore, H ⊆ W (M/L u ). The latter inequality is an equality because both subgroups have index 2 in G, thus H = Gal(M/L u ).
Theorem 4.6. We suppose that ρ (Γ K ) is non-abelian and that ρ (I K ) is abelian. For the subgroup H ⊂ G from Lemma 4.5, we have ρ ι = Ind G H χ ι . Then: (1) a(ρ ι ) = 2 · a(χ ι ) (here a(·) denotes the Artin conductor), (2) e divides q K + 1, and (3) w(ρ ι , ψ K ) = (−1)
Proof. Let us denote L u := M H , which is quadratic and unramified over K.
(1) follows from the general formulae of Artin conductors (see, e.g., [Roh94, §10] ). The formula 1.16.(ii) for the -factor of an induced representation gives (4.6.1) (4.6.2) w(Ind G H 1 H , ψ K ) = w(1 G , ψ K )w(χ 0 , ψ K ) = χ 0 (θ K (c)) = (−1) n(ψ K ) , where c ∈ K × has valuation n(ψ K ).
We prove (2) and compute w(χ ι , ψ Lu ) in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. We have e | (q K + 1) and
Proof. Let χ 0 be the character corresponding to L u /K as before, and let t : G ab → H ab = H be the transfer homomorphism, which corresponds to the inclusion 
for every g ∈ G. Therefore, for every x ∈ K × ,
. Let χ 1 be the nontrivial quadratic unramified character of H, so that for all w(χ ι ( 1 2 ) · χ 1 , ψ Lu ) = w(χ ι , ψ Lu ) · (−1) n(ψ Lu )+a(χι) . Combining (4.7.4), (4.7.5), and the observation that n(ψ K ) = n(ψ Lu ), we obtain (4.7.6) w(χ ι , ψ Lu ) = (−1) n(ψ K )+a(χι) χ ι (θ Lu (ξ 2q K −2 )).
Let L/K be a Galois and IM extension for A/K (see Lemma 3.7). Then L u L/K is also a Galois and IM extension, so we implicitly identify I(M/K) I(L/K) I(L u L/L u ). As in the proof of Thm. 4.1, we use the decomposition O × Lu ∼ = k × Lu × (1+m Lu ) to obtain a surjective homomorphism θ k Lu : k × Lu I t (L u L/L u ) induced by θ Lu . We see from (4.7.3) that χ ι • θ Lu is trivial on O × K . It follows that the subgroup
, thus (4.7.1) follows from (4.7.6).
Plugging (4.6.2) and (4.7.1) into (4.6.1), as well as using (1), we obtain (3).
Corollary 4.8. Let A/K be as in 3.1, its Artin conductor is denoted by a(A/K), and let e be the largest prime-to-p divisor of the order of ρ (I K ).
(1) If ρ (Γ K ) is commutative, then w(A/K) = (−1)
(2) If ρ (Γ K ) is non-commutative and ρ (I K ) is commutative, then w(A/K) = (−1)
Proof. Let us recall formula (3.5.1). Then, (1) follows from Thm. 4.1; the part (2) follows from Thm. 4.6.
(3) and multiplicativity of Artin conductor.
Remark 4.9. If ρ (I w K ) is trivial, then Corollary 4.8 allows to compute w(A/K). In this case we have a(A/K) = 2g. The obtained formulas are special cases of the results of [Bis17, Thm. 1.4], as it can be verified by a calculation using Prop. 3.14.
Potentially totally toric reduction
Let A/K be an abelian variety of dimension g with real multiplication by F , and recall the notation and results of 1.12. We suppose that A/K does not have potentially good reduction. Then it must have potentially totally toric reduction by Prop. 2.6, so B = 0. The analytification A/K is a quotient of the analytification of a torus T /K, which gives rise to a Q-linear Weil representation of finite image
Prop. 1.13 then gives
Let us fix a basis v 1 , . . . , v g of the underlying vector space of η and let e 0 , e 1 be the standard basis of sp(2) = (1 ⊕ ω K , ( 0 0 1 0 )). Then, in the basis B := (v 1 ⊗ e 0 , . . . , v g ⊗ e 0 , v 1 ⊗ e 1 , . . . , v g ⊗ e 1 ), the WD-representation WD i (ρ ) is given as Proposition 5.1. The abelian variety A/K must have one of the following reduction types: (a) A 0 k K is a split torus, or, equivalently, η is the trivial representation (split multiplicative reduction); (b) A 0 k K is a non-split torus, or, equivalently, η is unramified and non-trivial (non-split multiplicative reduction); (c) A 0 k K is G g a , but A 0 k L is a torus for some finite L/K, or, equivalently, η is ramified (additive potentially multiplicative reduction).
Proof. Let us suppose that η is unramified. Then ρ | I K is unipotent, as it can be seen from (5.0.3), so A/K has semistable reduction by Thm. 1.11.(2), and thus A 0 k K must be a torus T (see Prop. 2.6). After writing the matrices of the dual representation ρ * in the basis dual to B, we see that (V A) I K = Vect(v * 1 ⊗ e * 0 , . . . , v * g ⊗ e * 0 ), on which ϕ K acts as q −1 K η * (ϕ K ) = η * (1)(ϕ K ). On the other hand, we have isomorphisms of -adic Γ k K -representations (V A) I K ∼ = V A k K (see [ST68, Lemma 2]), V A k K ∼ = V T (since A k K /A 0 k K is finite), and V T ∼ = Hom(X(T ) ⊗ Z Q , Q )(1) (follows formally). Therefore, the Γ k K -action on X(T ) is trivial if and only if η * η is trivial, which shows that η is trivial if and only if T is split.
Suppose that η is ramified. The image of η| I K is finite, so η| I K and, subsequently, ρ | I K cannot be unipotent. Thm. 1.11.(2) implies that A/K does not have semisimple reduction, so A 0 k K is not a torus and we may conclude via Prop. 2.6.
F -rationality again.
Recalling the description of η given by Remark 1.14.
(2) and applying (2.5.2) to the abelian variety A L /L we see that η is F -linear of dimension 1. We may then regard η as a homomorphism η F : W K → F × . We have a decomposition F ⊗ Q C ∼ = ι:F →C C, so
with η ι := η F ⊗ F,ι C, where the structural morphism is given by ι. Consequently, defining ρ ι := η ι (−1) ⊗ sp(2), the isomorphism (5.0.1) gives
We note that η ι = ι•η F , which implies that the η ι 's are Galois conjugate as complex Weil representations, and thus the ρ ι 's are also Galois conjugate. As earlier, we may apply [Roh11, Thm. 1] to see that w(ρ ι , ψ K ) is independent of ι.
Theorem 5.3. Let us fix some ι : F → C. In the ongoing notation,
−1 if A/K has split multiplicative reduction; 1 if A/K has non-split multiplicative reduction;
(−1) q K −1 2 if A/K has additive potentially multiplicative reduction and p = 2.
Proof. We observe that, since F is totally real, η F and η ι are quadratic. Applying Prop. 1.19.(1),(3) gives w(ρ ι , ψ K ) = η ι (θ K (−1)) · (−1) ηι|1 . Since η ι are Galois conjugate, we may use the characterisation of the reduction type of Prop. 5.1 after replacing η by η ι . Let us suppose that η ι is unramified. Then η ι (θ K (−1)) = 1. Depending on whether η ι , 1 is 1 or 0, the reduction is split or non-split multiplicative, respectively, since η ι , 1 = 1 if and only if η ι is trivial.
It remains to treat the case when η ι is ramified. In particular, η ι is non-trivial, so η ι |1 = 0. More precisely, η ι is of exact order 2, so it factors through a quotient Gal(L/K) of order 2. If p = 2, then L/K is totally tamely ramified. In that case, η ι (θ K (−1)) = 1 if and only if −1 is a norm for L/K. The latter is equivalent to −1 being a square in k K , which happens exactly when q K ≡ 1 mod 4.
Corollary 5.4. For A/K given at the begining of Section 5 and for p = 2, w(A/K) =      (−1) g if the reduction (over K) is split multiplicative; 1 if the reduction is non-split multiplicative;
(−1) g q K −1 2 if the reduction is additive potentially multiplicative.
Proof. Follows from (5.2.2), multiplicativity of root numbers, and Thm 5.3.
Remark 5.5. Let K be a number field and let A/K be an abelian variety with real multiplication by F . For each finite place v of K, we have a decomposition of associated complex WD-representations WD i (ρ (A v /K v )) = ι:F →C ρ v,ι , where each family (ρ v,ι ) ι is composed of Galois conjugate representations (we established this for the potentially good reduction case in Prop. 3.4.(1) and for the remaining cases in 5.2). The root numbers w(ρ v,ι , ψ Kv ) are independent of ι (by [Roh11, Thm. 1]). We choose some ι, fix any place v of K, and define
Furthermore, let us define
